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Instruction Manual
Drum Positioner

Note: The Owner/Operator must read carefully and understand

all the information presented here before operation.

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING OUR DRUM POSITIONER. FOR YOUR

SAFETY AND CORRECT OPERATION, PLEASE CAREFULLY READ

THE MANUAL BEFORE USE.

DR400
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NOTE: All of the information reported herein is based on data available at

the time of printing. The factory reserves the right to modify its own

products at any time without notice or incurring in any sanction. Please

verify with the factory for possible updates.

This product is a special tool for transporting the drum. It can put the

lying drum upright or opposition, and also transport easily. Its max

capacity is 1500lbs.

1. PACKING
This product is packed with the board and soft foamy material. When

open the packing, please check carefully whether it is good or has other

problem. If the packing is damaged, please fill in list to mail provider and

recode the model you bought.

2. NOTICE
WARNIGN: This drum positioner is used in specifically situation. Please

attention to the proceeding as follow for using correctly.

(1) Do not overload its rated capacity.

(2) This product is designed for catching the drum, so you must

screw down the drum lip.

(3) Do not allow that use it as stack by personal.

(4) Do not lift other object.

(5) Do to lift the drum long time.

(6) Check it carefully before use it, you need repair it in time if it had

been bad.

(7) Do not modify this product without the permission of the

manufacture.
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3. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
(1) Put the drum positioner on the flat ground, then adjust the fork to fit

the socket.

(2) Tweak the T-bolt by hand and the drum positioner buckles the chain

on the forklift. Check whether the T-bolt is incompact when use it.

(3) Lift the drum lightly to near the drum for making the tube to extend

the drum.

(4) DR400 can turn as 90 deg with three-foot tube. There no hook and

rod at the middle of the drum positioner. Rod is connected with the

wire. Pull the rod by hand when the drum is upright, then the buckle

will release automatically. If the drum is in horizontal, the buckle will

hook automatically. Release the drum, then lay the fork down until

the ground while the forklift move back. It can be raised and

transferred after hooking the buckle automatically. When pull the

wire, the forklift go forward while raising until the drum is in vertical.

4. MAINTENANCE
This product is a jointing construction except the ring, T-bolt and chain.

Please usually add the lube on the active position.

5. LIMITED WARRANTY
The product for 1 year when used properly within its rated capacity.

The customer assumes liability for any modifications, unauthorized,

repairs or parts substitution.


